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Aspect Ratio Dependence in Reactor Design is not
Monotonic Thus Leading to an Optimization Problem
There are many perceived beneﬁts of going to low aspect ra o for tokamak reactor concepts, such as increased stability limits (beta, elonga on)
and poten ally larger bootstrap frac on, all in a device at smaller major
radius (i.e. more compact).
However, these poten al beneﬁts must be balanced by the reduc on
in achievable on-axis magne c ﬁeld, the need for inner wall shielding
and central solenoid, and the poten ally larger mechanical stresses in a
ghter conﬁgura on.
In this work, we aim to clarify how the role of aspect ra o enters 0D
design studies using various assump ons on:

Outline of Simple TF Coil Model We Used
The design of the toroidal ﬁeld (TF) coils are a principle design component of a tokamak reactor that drive plasma performance.
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General Optimization of Machine with Pext = 50M W

Perferable Aspect Ratio for RF and NBI Current Drive
Technology with Varying ωRF and EN BI

As such, we apply a simple coil model as described in Freidberg 2015
[7].
Assume rectangular cross-sec ons in wedging contact on the
inboard side.
The thickness of the structural material, cM , can be obtained by
balancing magne c forces to the maximum allowable stress of the
material.

There exists diﬀerent classes of machines whose target proper es affect op miza on with reactor space. These classes have been deﬁned
as follows:

Tensile (z-direc on)
Compressive (r-direc on)

The thickness of the winding pack, cJ , can be obtaining by applying
Ampère's Law on the inboard leg.

The target mission (high power net-electric DEMO, low power net
electric Pilot Plant, high neutron ﬂuence FNSF)
Stability and conﬁnement physics ⇒ βN , κ, H
Magnet technology (HTS, LTS, copper) ⇒ Bmax, JW P , σmax
Hea ng & current drive technology (RF, NBI)

The performance of the magnets can therefore be calculated by prescribing Bmax, JW P , σmax to values characteris c to HTS, LTS, or Cu
coils.

Example of Magnet Performance over Aspect Ratio
The Overarching Structure of our Implemented
Problem Solving Method

DEMO -- 3000 ≤ Pf ≤ 6000M W , Qp ≥ 10
PP -- 300 ≤ Pf ≤ 1500M W , Qp ≥ 10
FNSF -- 0.5 ≤ Wn ≤ 2.5 MmW
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Presented is the case of ﬁxed Pext = 50M W at R0 = 4m.
With an RF current drive scheme, the plasma approaches the
fpe
over-dense ( f > 1) limit as A → 1 causing ηCD ↓.
ce

With a NBI current drive scheme, ηCD contrarily decreases with A ↑
as Te ↓ and ne ↑.
This interplay causes NBI to be op mized at low aspect ra o and
vice versa for RF.

A code was developed for this design study that is capable of solving
assuming either ﬁxed Pf or ﬁxed Pext.

Presented is a general representa on of where those machines would
sit in reactor space given ﬁxed Pext = 50M W .
Simple constraints on reasonably achievable stability, conﬁnement, and
current proper es were applied.

General Optimization of Machine with Fixed Pf

The cases presented then assume:

Investigating How these two Current Drive Schemes
Differed, Particularly at Low Aspect Ratio

100% non-induc ve opera ons
Conﬁnement is performing at:
The βN limit scaled as βN = 3.12 + 1.7 [6]
5% below the elonga on limit scaled as κ = 1.9 + 1.9.1.4 [6]

As such, the two above cases can be formulated into nonlinear system
of equa ons derivable in the form of:
Again, simple constraints on stability, conﬁnement, and current
proper es were applied.
It can be seen that targe ng a DEMO would favor machines with
larger aspect ra o.
Targe ng a PP would more so favor a mid-range aspect ra o of
A ≈ 2.

fbs + fCD = 1, from 100% non-induc ve assump on
βN BT 0Ip  τa

nHe = 0.0106
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τ
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Presented is characteris c of REBCO magnets with σmax = 660M P a
and b = 1.0m

p

helium and energy transport equa ons [11]

Bmax = 18T
JW P = 70 MmA2

Note that Bmax was needed to be derated to maintain
R0 − a − b − cJ − cM ≥ 0, where b is the blanket thickness
(Breeder+Shield).
d is the remaining space for an ohmic hea ng (OH) coil.
It can be seen that as A → 1, the need for 100% non-induc ve
start-up and ramp-up increases.
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Considering the presented Ip and fbs graphs, the total bootstrap
current of the cases hardly changed at low aspect ra o.
As such, the higher performance of the NBI cases is merely due to
the increased eﬃciency in conver ng 50M W into plasma current.

The general results of our op miza on showed there is much to gain
at lower aspect ra o.

Improvement in Performance from Less Conservative
Assumptions on Stability Physics

A ≈ 2, much lower than most current large tokamak experiments.

Magnet technology increased reactor performance at lower aspect
ra o, higher Bmax, and higher JW P .

Optimizing Magnet Technology by Varying Bmax, JW P

Though this increases constraints on the inboard radial build.
Therefore, greater need for non-induc ve start-up and ramp-up.

There is a notable dis nc on in aspect ra o where one would prefer
RF or NBI current drive schemes.
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Presented is the case of ﬁxed Pext = 50M W at R0 = 4m.
Increasing Bmax signiﬁcantly increased performance for every
reactor size.
Though doing this causes greater magne c forces and thus a need
for cM ↑.
This is mi gated by increasing JW P (cJ ↓) thus relaxing inboard
constraints.
This allowed for increased performance at lower aspect ra o.

Presented is the case of ﬁxed Pext = 50M W at R0 = 4m.
The βN (A) and κ(A) scalings presented in Sorbom 2015 are more
conserva ve than those applied thus far [1].
βN = 3
κ = 5.4

This decrease in stability physics caused a notable decrease in
performance for every reactor size.
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